elevating life’s moments together
Today more than ever, senior living communities like yours are helping people live life to its fullest—creating experiences at every level of care that fit seniors’ needs and empower them to thrive beyond expectations.

At Sodexo, we partner with you to continually keep your community moving forward. Every moment of every day, we nurture deeply caring staff to deliver dining and other hospitality services that differentiate you in the hearts and minds of older adults and their families. Drawing from our global seniors expertise, we’ll help your community cultivate an enhanced connection with your residents, and an environment that will flourish in the constantly evolving market.

How We Make The Difference

• Productive partnerships that enhance performance across your operations while elevating resident experiences
• Expansive supply chain and procurement scale deliver stability and cost savings
• Extensive global expertise uniquely cultivated by collaborating with leading senior living communities around the world
• Proven processes and tools to optimize operational efficiency and derive more value from your resources
• Great people, who care

“Sodexo transformed our dining program into a destination and social experience for seniors in our community.”

Lawrence D. Carlson, President & CEO, United Methodist Communities
Strong partnerships move your community forward.

Because great communities are built on trust and collaboration, Sodexo integrates with your strategy, bringing fresh insights to enable programs that are specific to the needs of your community. Above all, we understand that successful communities are built on strong interpersonal relationships that create genuine connection.

Driving growth with trusted partnership

Fourteen years ago we partnered with Sodexo, adding their expertise and resources to Asbury. But the value of this partnership has never been more evident than during the current COVID-19 situation. We are grateful for your partnership through this time.

Asbury Senior Living Communities

The Power of Partnership

- Collaborative experts work closely to understand and reach your goals
- Expansive global resources and supply chain with purchasing power and procurement capabilities
- Operational optimization to meet budget targets and generate greater value from spend
- Delivering new ideas and a fresh way of thinking to enhance resident experiences
- Access to top culinary talent that build nutrition and wellness into all menus
- Experienced onsite leadership and service staff work seamlessly as part of your organization
- Building resilient, collaborative teams, with an emphasis on diversity & inclusion
- Expertise and support resources to respond to crises
Every day around the world we work with senior living communities to find new ways to exceed resident expectations.

We bring best practices and innovative concepts to the dining experience. By focusing on resident wellbeing, supporting nutrition, socialization, and enhanced therapeutic hospitality to support the cognitively impaired, we help make dining truly engaging.

Putting Our Global Experience To Work Every Day

• Insights from across the globe, fostering deep understanding of seniors’ needs and motivations
• Continuous evidence-based innovation, cultivating an expansive portfolio of best in class concepts and benchmarking
• Thought leadership in senior care and wellbeing

Each day, Sodexo serves seniors in partnership with over 2600 communities worldwide.
There are many facets to making residents’ lives better and attracting prospective residents. Our unique programs add value throughout your community:

**Protect**
Safeguarding the health and wellbeing of residents and employees with infection control procedures operational safety protocols and more.

**Optimize**
Enhance operational efficiency to help free up resources and reduce the pressure of financial constraints with solutions to help lower costs and labor including food management systems, waste reduction programs, energy management, and more.

**Experience**
Wide variety of dining and retail choices spanning the spectrum of varied expectations of residents – from restaurant-style bistro cafes to convenience grab-n-go options featuring farm-to-table, plant-based, and other wellness-focused ingredients, all supported by integrated technology and high-caliber culinary talent.

**Care**
Supporting person-centered care with specialized nutrition programs, therapeutic dining, and dietary consulting.

**Evolve**
We provide a variety of additional resources to facilitate resident and employee engagement, facilities management, and more to help you adapt to evolving trends and expand your community.
Our CARES training program reinforces values of Compassion, Accountability, Respect, Enthusiasm and Service to foster positive relationships and ensures residents are at the heart of everything we do.

people who care deeply

In the moments that matter most, it's people that make the difference.

By creating personal connections and positive interactions we become an integral part of your community experience. We work together as one team to fulfill your mission for exceptional senior lifestyles and care. Our ability to attract well-qualified employees ensures their deep commitment to creating high quality experiences for seniors. They are empowered to connect with residents on an individual level which results in uniquely deeper relationships and a more engaged team.

People Bring the Experience to Life

- Talented dining, care, and hospitality professionals with a passion for service
- Extensive training and coaching programs
- Award-winning diversity and inclusion
- Development programs and benefits that motivate and retain top talent
- Best-in-class chefs, culinary talent, and resident support teams
To achieve progress, it takes dedication and relentless commitment to every aspect of your business. That's why we help deliver both top-line and bottom-line impact by leveraging our vast capabilities and resources. An evolutionary mindset that focuses on growth and consistently optimizes operations to fit an ever-changing environment. Furthermore, to improve, it's essential to have transparency of data for visibility to the performance of your operations with site management systems, resident satisfaction monitoring, and other platforms.

The Sodexo Performance Advantage:
- Menu planning and production discipline and systems
- Safety and regulatory compliance
- Cost management, waste reduction and supply chain efficiencies
- Industry-leading sustainability practices, and more

Our $8 billion global supply chain gives communities more choices, buying power, and stability
For over 50 years, Sodexo’s foundation of valuing people first continues to differentiate us. As a global employer of over 460,000 employees worldwide, we deliver an unrivaled array of more than 100 offerings, including on-site services, benefits & rewards services and personal & home services.

learn more

1-833-977-1759
seniors@sodexo.com
us.sodexo.com/seniors